
 

I have been working with the principles within the project with my Level1 learners. I 
have asked them to read sentences out loud and use their grammar ears to spot 
mistakes. This has been useful for all of them. They have now recognised that to edit 
they need to do more than just re-read. If it is spoken out loud, they can identify more 
errors than simply re-reading.  

We began to use the structure, in the way that Rachel had suggested and trialled, as 
a bridging course between Level 1 and Level 2. All learners reported that the 
experience was helpful to them. These are their comments:  

“I still have problems with CL and small i so i now understand that. I can 
hear the grammar and identify the wrong, so it was good today.” VT 

“Useful to find other words  - improving my vocabulary. Found the grammar 
ears useful.” CP 

“I learnt another way to answer the questions - in full sentences, improving 
my grammar.” WH 

“I felt like I improved in my grammar - especially in punctuation.” SH 

“I feel by reading out the sentences I can correct my grammar and 
punctuation errors.” MG. 

 

I am pleased we completed the full session and all identified the many benefits that 
following this plan will bring. It not only helped with the grammar but other aspects 
of composition too. As a group, we all said it was an enjoyable and interesting 
project to have completed.  

Since first hearing about this project’s premise last year, I have been convinced of its 
importance and relevance for our learners. Too often we see learners struggling to 
progress because they are held back by the gaps in their written grammar and, only 
recently, there has been a consensus, nationally, that the difference between ESOL 
assessment levels is too wide and needs to be bridged more carefully and 
effectively. The ‘bridging course’ idea, which is already being developed from this 
project for learners moving from Level 1 to Level 2 in Functional English, is one we 
are keen to adopt and adapt. Our department has been inspired to see that, 
sometimes, focus on content means learners do not have sufficient time to fully 
absorb grammar and take ownership of it. If they are to be successful 
communicators, grammar must be given specific time, focus and attention. 

 



As a curriculum manager, I have been keen, from the project’s inception, to adapt the 
approach into a bridging course, as part of improving learner achievement, learner 
confidence and learner retention. From a holistic point of view, a course solely 
focused on grammar gaps will ultimately give learners confidence in their own 
writing and encourage independent thinking. Furthermore, the collaborative and 
analytical element of the approach also develops broader skills for learning and life 
success, enabling our learners to become more skilful and effective communicators. 

I think sessions one by one helps me with my grammar. I am more confident in what 
I write. When I write, I now know how to focus on the words which I write. In the 
beginning, I think it was more helpful when you read to me than when I read to 
myself because I didn't hear my mistakes. Now I think when I read independently, I 
can quickly spot the error. I think without those extra lessons, I would not make any 
effort with my writing. 

 

 


